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Abstract

This paper studies procurement auctions under two layers of information asymmetries,
which are unobservable efficiency, such as production costs, and imperfectly observable output,
that is, contract performance. In an incomplete information setting, the procurer implements a
Direct Revelation Mechanism to induce truthful reporting of the agents’ types and a stochastic
monitoring mechanism with penalties to induce compliance in the production of output. I show
that the procurer seeks less output when information asymmetries co-exist, but output distortion
is minimized if he implements contracts in settings where agents are generally more efficient
and the costs of monitoring and penalty are relatively low. Additionally, if the probability of
accurately observing output without monitoring is high, procurement contracts approach first-
best outcome, and the co-existence of information asymmetries attenuates output distortions.
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1. Introduction

Procurement contracts, such as public infrastructure and utility distribution contracts, involve

massive budgets in most countries.1 United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), for instance,

invites landowners to participate in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). When the contract

parameters, such as biodiversity outcome or riparian covers, are perfectly observable, agents have

incentives to implement the contract in order to receive contract funding from the procurer. How-

ever, when contractual output is imperfectly observable, agents may not produce, or underproduce,

the output and still obtain a payment as if the contract had been performed; such that the procurer

needs to conduct random inspections and administer a penalty to induce compliance of the agents.2

Claassen et al. (2008) report that USDA conducts annual inspections on 5% of CRP contracts, and

non-compliance results in withholding of subsidies in addition to repayment with interests.3 In

most programs administered by the Farm Service Agency and the Natural Resources Conservation

Service, non-compliant landowners are required to refund all benefits received and are liable to

penalties according to the report by USDA (2017). In the BushTender Programme of Australia,

Eigenraam et al. (2006) indicate that bidder’s self-reporting of having produced the output is not a

guarantee that the contractual output had actually been produced, whereby monitoring is imperfect

in a sense that “monitoring may not prove unequivocally whether or not an action has been un-

dertaken, and monitoring may be infeasible because there is no verifiable measure of landowners’
1In 2015, theOrganisation for EconomicCo-operation andDevelopment (OECD) estimated that general government

procurement contracts averaged 13.18% of member states’ GDP. Converted in absolute values, the size of these public

procurement markets accounted for USD 1,694 billion (9.35% of GDP) in the United States, CAD 267 billion (13.44%

of GDP) in Canada, GBP 266 billion (13.7% of GDP) in the United Kingdom, and JPY 86,054 billion (16.22% of

GDP) in Japan (OECD, 2017). In addition, World Bank estimated that governments in developing countries spent an

estimate of USD 820 billion a year, or 50% of their budgets, on procuring goods and services (The World Bank, 2016).

Whereas, total public procurement spending (including state-owned enterprises) in the European Union accounted for

EUR 2.4 trillion, corresponding to approximately 19% of EU GDP in 2011 (Cernat and Kutlina-Dimitrova, 2015).
2For a survey on monitoring and enforcement institutions in conservation programs across different countries, refer

to table 2 of Wunder et al. (2008).
3Claassen et al., citing U.S. Government Accountability Office’s study (2003), report that USDA only visits a small

portion of fields (about 5%) that are subject to Compliance Status Review (CSR), in which monitoring is not completely

random, and the citation of producers for significant deficiencies is weak with inadequate justification on waivers and

penalties; such that actual compliance rate may fall below the reported rate of 98%.
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actions at reasonable cost”.4 To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first paper to model

imperfect observability of output in procurement auctions, where I analyze the optimal combination

of output and payment as in standard procurement mechanisms, alongside monitoring and penalty,

that the procurer sets to implement contracts. I analyze under which settings the procurer may

be better off not monitoring the agents, as in standard models; and in which settings, instead, the

procurer may have incentives to invest in monitoring technology and/ or administer a penalty to

seek cooperation from the agents.

Some public work contracts, such as repaving a section of a highway, allow the regulator

to inspect the depth and density of asphalt pavements inexpensively using ground penetrating

radars (Washington State Department of Transportation, 2015). In the case of housing construction

projects, however, it is costly for the government to ascertain that all piles are driven according to the

contract specifications, and there were incidents of short piles undermining the house foundations.

In 2000, for example, the Housing Authority of Hong Kong inspected the piles of some high-rise

subsidized buildings, which were found to be shortened by 10 to 13 meters from the standard depth

of 40 meters (Lai, 2000, January 22). Eventually, the government spent approximately US$100

million (in 2001 dollars) to demolish two buildings found to be the most defective and inhabitable,

and it also costed three times as much to articulate supporting piles on the less defective buildings

compared to the original piling costs. The contractors, who were subject to criminal charges of

bribery and falsification of records, repaid US$1 million (in 2003 dollars) to the government (Hong

Kong Housing Authority, 2003)5, imprisoned for 10 years, and were permanently removed from

the list of approved contractors (Leung, 2002). Therefore, successful contract implementation

depends on “specifying what is and what is not allowed, and credible penalties for violating the

rules.”, in Maurer and Barroso’s study of public procurement contracts such as utility distribution

and construction of electricity generation plants (2011, p.104).

To date, theoretical contributions to procurement auctions have ignored agents’ incentives

not to fulfill exact details of the contract. This paper develops a unified framework to examine

the optimal design of procurement auctions when the procurer uses Direct Revelation Mechanism
4In addition, Eigenraam et al. say that “in the future, other on-farm management actions could be evaluated but

further research is required to determine appropriate monitoring and enforcement strategies.” (2006, p.47)
5The payment did not make up for the full cost of building demolition due to limited liability of the contractors.
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(DRM, as in Myerson 1981) and stochastic monitoring mechanism to cope with two layers of

information asymmetries, which are unobservable types, such as productive efficiency of the

agents, and imperfectly observable output, that is, observing the agents’ output with a probability

less than one, respectively. In the benchmark setting, the procurer has perfect information on

efficiency and output, yielding no output distortion and generating the highest level of welfare.

However, in the setting which the procurer has imperfect information on efficiency and output,

he implements DRM to induce truthful reporting of types, and invests in monitoring technologies

and penalties to induce compliance in production of output, yielding lower levels of output and

welfare as the procurer pays information rents and incurs detection costs, respectively. When the

procurer can administer penalties costlessly, he sets the maximum penalty to minimize monitoring

investments that induces agents to comply with the lowest possible detection rate, subject to the

agents’ participation constraints, which corresponds to the “Maximal Penalty Principle” in Baron

and Besanko (1984). However, when it becomes costly to administer penalties, the procurer

will make investments in monitoring technology to improve the detection rate required to induce

compliance, as the agents now face lower levels of penalties. Whereas, when the procurer has a high

probability of accurately observing output, he does not need additional monitoring investments but

relies on penalties to induce the production of output. Furthermore, when the expected efficiency of

the agents are high, the procurer can save information rents such that contracts approach first-best

outcome and output distortions are minimal despite the co-existence of information asymmetries.

To this end, the procurer should implement contracts in areas where the agents are generally more

efficient, and prioritize contracts that are less costly to be monitored with penalty administered.

There is a branch of literature that study stochastic monitoring and penalty mechanisms in

the context of tax compliance and auditing (Reinganum and Wilde 1985; Scotchmer and Slemrod

1989; Sánchez and Sobel 1993; Macho-Stadler and Pérez-Castrillo 1997). Baron and Besanko

(1984) introduce auditing where, first, firms report their efficiency parameters to the regulator;

second, every firm chooses its profit-maximizing output; third, the regulator observes the firm’s

total production costs, which he uses to infer its efficiency; and, fourth, the regulator sets a penalty

if the firm’s reported and inferred efficiency differ. Therefore, the authors examine which ex-post

penalties induce firms to truthfully report their efficiency in the first stage of the game.6 In contrast,
6The regulator essentially uses penalties to reduce information rents paid to the firms to induce truthful revelation.
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I analyze the role of penalties to induce firms to comply with the output assigned by the procurer.

Therefore, penalties still play a role in my model even when agents report their types truthfully at

the beginning of the game, given that the procurer only imperfectly observes the agents’ output.

More recently, Macho-Stadler and Pérez-Castrillo (2010) consider inspection of polluting firms’

abatement costs when emissions go beyond a certain level, as a policy tool to induce them to switch

to a clean technology for pollution control. In my setting, however, the procurer monitor all agents,

but each one of them is subject to different probabilities depending on efficiency and output.

This paper also connects with the literature on agency problems that combine adverse selection

with moral hazard.7 Myerson (1982), in the extension of his founding article on the Revelation

Principle (Myerson, 1981), develops a direct coordination mechanism where the procurer obtains

information on unobservable types and coordinates agents’ effort. When output is a deterministic

function of effort,8 the procurer can infer the underlying effort from the output level of every agent

to induce incentive compatible behavior, because any misreporting of types and/or reduction of

effort result in output deviation that reduces the payment to noncomplying agents. Other papers on

hybrid models of asymmetric information include Rob (1986) on multistage contracts, Page (1991)

on delegated contracting, Schmitz (2002) on bilateral trade, and Li et al. (2008) on network design,

all of which assuming perfectly observable output. However, output is imperfectly observable in my

model, such that the procurer conducts costly monitoring (Townsend, 1979) to verify compliance.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the model setup.

Section 3 introduces the first-best contract under the benchmark setting of complete information.

Section 4 discusses the second-best contract where the procurer incorporates stochastic monitoring

mechanism into the DRM under two layers of information asymmetries, followed with parametric

examples and numerical simulations. Finally, section 5 concludeswith directions on future research.
7See section 6.3 of Bolton and Dewatripont (2005, p.228-32) for a literature review on this topic.
8When output becomes stochastic realization of effort, the procurer can sign fixed-rent contracts that sell the output

to risk-neutral agents, who will internalize the output and exert first-best effort (Harris and Raviv, 1979). For risk-averse

agents, the procurer can pay certainty equivalent to induce effort when a quality standard or output level is attained;

see forcing contract in Mas-Colell et al. (1995, p.501-2), and one-step contract in Wang (2009).
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2. Model

ConsiderN agents bidding for procurement contracts. For every agent i, where i ∈ {1, · · · ,N},

denote agent i’s efficiency to be θi ∈ [θ, θ], where higher (lower) values of θi indicate that agent

i is more (less) efficient in implementing the contract. Assuming that, in the benchmark case, θi

is publicly observable, I analyze settings in which it is only observable to agent i, but not to the

procurer or other agents. However, its cumulative distribution,Gi (θi), with density gi (θi) > 0 for all

θi, is common knowledge.9 For simplicity, I assume that θi and θ j , where i , j, are independently

and identically distributed, such that the procurer and agents exhibit symmetric priors over types.

For consistency, I denote superscripts and subscripts i as functions and variables of agent i in the

remainder of this article, respectively. In this setting, once the procurer learns θi, he seeks output

qi from and pays ti (qi) to the agent in implementing the contract, leaving agent i with a utility of

ui (qi, θi) = ti (qi) − Ci (qi, θi) (1)

where Ci ≡ Ci (qi, θi) and MCi ≡ Ci
qi stand for the total and marginal costs incurred by agent i

when producing output qi, respectively. I also normalize total and marginal costs to zero when

qi = 0, and assume zero reservation utility for every agent.10

2.1 Assumptions

I next describe how the agent’s production costs are affected by his efficiency and output.

Assumption 1. Total and marginal production costs of agent i increase in output, which decrease

in his efficiency at a decreasing rate.

From Assumption 1, the Spence-Mirrlees single-crossing condition holds, where MCi
θi
≤ 0,

and it is less expensive to seek additional units of output from a more efficient agent i. Graphically,
9Common knowledge of Gi (θi) can be understood as the distribution of possible technologies to implement the

contract is well known, but the specific production technology available to a particular agent remains unobservable.
10My results are qualitatively unaffected when the agents have fixed costs and/or type-independent reservation

utilities. For type-dependent reservation utilities, the procurer may need additional information, such as opportunity

costs of the agents when implementing the contracts, in order to determine the incentive compatible payment to agent i.

Refer to Jehiel, Moldovanu, and Stacchetti (1996, 1999), alongside Jehiel andMoldovanu (2000), for model settings; as

well as Espinola-Arredondo (2008) and Choi et al. (2017) for recent applications in conservation procurement auctions.
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convexity of cost functions is attenuatedwhen efficiency increases, as reflected by the approximately

linear total and marginal cost curves in Figures 1a and 1b when efficiency is high, respectively.11

(a) Total cost curves (b) Marginal cost curves

Figure 1: Effect of efficiency on costs

Assumption 2. Efficiency reduces marginal cost less significantly than total cost, where

Ci
θi

Ci ≤
MCi

θi

MCi

When the cost-reducing effect of efficiency diminishes over additional units of output, marginal

cost to produce the last unit of output (second-order effect, as indicated by the right-hand side of

the above inequality) decreases less significantly than the average cost to produce all units of output

(left-hand side). This implies that it will become more expensive to seek additional units of output,

even when the procurer implements the contract with the most efficient agent. 12 Graphically, this
11For illustration purposes, Figures 1a and 1b consider two efficiency levels, θLi and θHi , which represent low and

high levels of efficiency, respectively, satisfying θLi < θHi .
12Mathematically, this is equivalent to ∂2 lnC i

∂qi∂θi
=

C iMC i
θi
−C i

θi
MC i

(C i)
2 ≥ 0.
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is represented by a narrower wedge between the marginal cost curves in Figure 1b than that between

the total cost curves in Figure 1a when efficiency increases from θL
i to θH

i .

2.2 Procurer’s Payoff

The welfare that agent i generates when producing output qi is

W i (qi) = V i (qi) − (1 + λ) ti (qi)

where V i (qi) denotes the benefit that the procurer obtains from output qi, a twice differentiable

function that is increasing and concave in qi which satisfies the Inada Conditions. For compactness,

let MBi ≡ V i
qi represent the marginal benefit generated from additional units of output.13 Parameter

λ ≥ 0 represents the shadow cost of raising public funds, as the procurer needs to raise distortionary

taxes to finance the payment to agent i. When the procurer does not observe θ ≡ (θ1, . . . , θN ) ∈ Θ,

he takes expectation of the welfare generated by every agent i and sums over all agents, in order to

solve the following social welfare maximization problem:

EW (q, t) ≡ Eθ [W (q, t)] =
N∑

i=1
Eθi

[
W i (qi)

]
(2)

where q ≡ (q1, . . . ,qN ) and t ≡ (t1(q1), . . . , tN (qN )) represent the profile of output and payments

that the procurer chooses for agents i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, respectively.

Example 1. Consider the following cost function14

Ci (qi, θi) =
q2

i

2 (1 + θi)
(3)

Assumption 1 holds because MCi =
qi

1+θi ≥ 0, MCi
qi =

1
1+θi ≥ 0, Ci

θi
= −1

2

(
qi

1+θi

)2
≤ 0,

Ci
θiθi
=

q2
i

4(1+θi)3
≥ 0, and Ci

qiθi
= −

qi
(1+θi)2

≤ 0 satisfies the single-crossing condition. Assumption 2

also holds because Ci MCi
θi
−Ci

θi
MCi = 0. LetV i (qi) = A

√
qi, where A > 0 represents the contract

benefit, then MBi = A
2√qi

> 0 and MBi
qi = −

A
4 q
− 3

2
i < 0 that satisfy the Inada conditions.

13For zero output, benefit is zero but marginal benefit is infinite, that is, V i (0) = 0 and MBi (0) = ∞, respectively.
14Other cost functions also satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2, but are not as compact. Note that this function: (1) places

efficiency parameter θi in the denominator, thus illustrating that higher values of θi decrease both total and marginal

costs; (2) guarantees positive and increasing marginal costs as required; and (3) satisfies the single-crossing condition.
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3. Complete Information

As a benchmark for future comparison, I next describe the procurer’s optimal contract (i.e.,

output and payment, without monitoring investments or penalty) he assigns to every agent i under

complete information, which sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sequence of events when efficiency and output are observable

When the procurer observes θi of agent i, he offers a contract to the agent (which allows for

no output in some cases, when the expected welfare is negative). Then every agent decides how

much output qi to produce that is perfectly observable to the procurer. Then, the procurer offers a

payment ti (qi) to agent i, having observed that the agent has actually produced output qi.

Lemma 1. When the procurer observes efficiency and output, he chooses output qFB
i that solves

MBi = (1 + λ)MCi (4)

and offers a payment of

ti (qi) = Ci (qi, θi) (5)

In this setting, the procurer specifies agent i’s output qFB
i that balances the marginal benefit of

additional units of output with the marginal cost of production, where the superscript “FB” stands

for first-best, and pays tFBi to compensate the agent for the cost of producing those units of output.

4. Incomplete Information

In this setting, the procurer does not observe efficiency of every agent i. In addition, output

is imperfectly observable, that is, observable to the procurer with a probability less than one.15 As
15I begin my analysis by assuming that all agents have private information on efficiency and production of output.

In the setting that either output or efficiency is perfectly observable, the procurer only implements a DRM or invests in

monitoring technology and penalty, respectively, which will be discussed in detail in Lemma 2 of section 4.1.
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illustrated in Figure 3, the procurer implements a Direct Revelation Mechanism (DRM), Γ : Θ→

RN
+ , to induce every agent to report efficiency θi that maximizes social welfare in expression (2).

Figure 3: Sequence of events when efficiency is unobservable and output is imperfectly observable

Having received the reports on efficiency from all agents, the procurer assigns output qi to

agent i, and at the same time, invests in monitoring technology αi and administers a penalty Fi.

When it is costless to administer a penalty, the procurer can make a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the

agent, which enforces the maximum penalty in the spirit of “Maximal Penalty Principle” by Baron

and Besanko (1984), up to the level where the agent still participates and accepts the contract

(Polinsky and Shavell, 1979). However, if the procurer incurs a cost of penalty administration, such

as setting up a task force on contract enforcement that is ready for the recovery of misappropriated

funds and collection of penalties, then the procurer will not set an arbitrarily high level of penalty,

which is overly costly for him, but to reallocate some resources to monitoring investments, such as

conducting more frequent site inspections, that lowers the required level of penalty and minimizes

the overall detection costs; in a way that the agent finds auditing and penalty credible, and thus,

refrains from underproducing the imperfectly observable output (Nalebuff and Scharfstein, 1987).

In this setting, it is easy to verify that agent i does not overproduce, because this entails additional

production costs for the agent without increasing his payment obtained from the procurer. In some

Payment for Environmental Schemes, the noncomplying agent will not be offered a partial payment

commensurate with his level of under-production; and punitive measures, such as repayment of

contract funding with interests charged on those payments, can be imposed (Claassen et al., 2008).

In this model, let pi (qi, αi) be the procurer’s detection rate of agent i’s output, where

pi ≡ pi (qi, αi) = min
{

β0
1 + θi

+
β1

1 + qi
αi,1

}
As illustrated in Figure 4, without making any monitoring investments (that is, αi = 0), the

procurer can observe agent i’s output at a rate of β0
1+θi , which increases in the his ability to observe
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β0, but is attenuated by the agent’s efficiency θi. Intuitively, when contracting with a more efficient

agent, the procurer needs to bemore efficient in observing the agent in order tomaintain the detection

rate of output. To improve detection rate, the procurer can invest inmonitoring technology αi, which

increases detection rate by β1
1+qi

that is increasing in his efficiency to invest β1 but decreasing in

the output qi that he seeks. When the detection rate approaches 1, the procurer achieves perfect

observation of output, and does not need further investments in monitoring technology αi that is

capped at a maximum of αi, as depicted in the horizontal portion of the investment line.

Figure 4: Investments in monitoring technology on detection rate

For simplicity, we normalize the cost of making monitoring investments to 1. In addition, the

procurer incurs a cost of si ≡ si (qi,Fi) to administer a penalty on agent i, a monotonic function that

is increasing in output qi and penalty Fi. Intuitively, the procurer finds it more costly to administer a

higher level of penalty when seeking additional units of output, such that administering an unlimited

penalty (that is, unbounded from above) on the agent becomes infeasible in this contractual setting.

Example 2. Let the penalty cost function be si (qi,Fi) = δFi (1 + qi), where δ ≥ 0, that satisfies

si
Fi
= δ (1 + qi) ≥ 0 and si

qi = δFi ≥ 0. When δ = 0, the procurer can administer an unlimited
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penalty, that is, Fi → +∞, for all levels of output qi as long as the agent participates in the auction.

In this setting, the procurer incurs a detection cost of Di (αi,Fi) = αi + si on every agent

that he contracts with, such that total detection costs become D (α,F) =
∑N

i=1 Di (αi,Fi), where

α ≡ (α1, . . . , αN ) andF ≡ (F1, . . . ,FN ) represent the profile ofmonitoring investments and penalties,

respectively. In expectation, the procurer generates a welfare of W̃ i (qi, αi,Fi) ≡ Eθi [W
i (qi) −

Di (αi,Fi)] from every agent i. By implementing a DRM to obtain information on θi ∈ Θ, the

procurer can specify a profile of output, payment, monitoring investment, and penalty, P {q, t, α,F},

for all agents i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} that solves the following social welfare maximization problem:

max
q,tα,F

Eθ [W (q, t) − D (α,F)]

subject to:

1. Incentive Compatibility:

Ui(qi (θi) , θi |θi) ≥ Ui(qi(θ̂i), θ̂i |θi) for all θi, θ̂i ∈ Θ, where θ̂i , θi (IC1
i )

Ui(qi(θi), θi |θi) ≥ Ui(q̂i(θi), θi |θi) for all θi ∈ Θ, where q̂i(θi) , qi(θi) (IC2
i )

2. Individual Rationality:

Ui(qi(θi), θi |θi) ≥ 0 (IR1
i )

Ui(q̂i(θi), θi |θi) ≥ 0 (IR2
i )

3. Non-negativity:

αi ≥ 0 (NN1
i )

Fi ≥ 0 (NN2
i )

where the first and second arguments inUi (·) represent agent i’s output and report, respectively,

given his true efficiency type θi in the last argument. The (IC1
i ) constraint implies that agent i is

better off truthfully reporting his type than falsifying his report, while the (IC2
i ) constraint states that

the agent is better off complying with the contract by producing output qi assigned by the procurer
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than deviating to any other levels of output. The (IR1
i ) constraint entails that the procurer makes sure

every agent who submits the bid, even if it is from the least efficient agent with efficiency θi, is not

worse off by participating in the procurement auction, while the (IR2
i ) constraint ensures that any

output assigned by the procurer cannot make the agent worse off than not participating at all. Lastly,

the non-negativity constraints (NN1
i ) and (NN2

i ) require that the procurer’s monitoring investments

and penalty must be non-negative (which can be zero or any positive values), respectively. In the

following definition, I define f i ≡
1−Gi(θi)
gi(θi)

to be inverse hazard rate of agent i with efficiency θi for

compactness, before solving for the procurer’s profile in Proposition 1.

Definition 1. The virtual production cost of agent i is

C̃i = Ci − f iCi
θi

As in Myerson (1981), this virtual production cost comprises the actual production cost (the

first component) and information rent (the second component, including the negative sign) of the

agent, which is necessary to induce the agent’s truthful reporting of efficiency θi to the procurer.

Corollary 1. The virtual marginal production cost of agent i is

V MCi = MCi − f iCi
qiθi

By the single-crossing condition in Assumption 1, the second component, which represents

the marginal information rent (including the negative sign), is positive, yielding V MCi ≥ MCi.16

4.1 Procurer’s Profile

The following Proposition presents the procurer’s optimal profile P∗, in the setting that the

procurer cannot observe the agent’s efficiency and can only observe output imperfectly.

Proposition 1. The procurer implements a DRM to solve the social welfare function EW (·) in

Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, specifying output q∗i for every agent i that solves

MBi = (1 + λ)V MCi + V DCi (6)
16Note that when agent i is the most efficient at θi , Gi(θi) = 1 such that f i(θi) = 0, entailing zero information rent

for agent i because his production cost cannot be further reduced, a condition known as “no distortion at the top”.
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where the virtual marginal detection cost is

V DCi =


αi(qi,Fi)

1+qi
+

1+qi
β1

FiCi
qi
+ f i(CiCi

qiθi
−Ci

qi
Ci
θi
)

(Fi+C̃i)2
+ si

qi if αi > 0
siFi
Ci

[
FiCi

qi + f i(CiCi
qiθi
− Ci

qiC
i
θi
)

]
+ si

qi if αi = 0

with monitoring investments of

αi (qi,Fi) =


1+qi
β1

(
Ci

Fi+C̃i
−

β0
1+θi

)
if Ci

Fi+C̃i
≥

β0
1+θi

0 if otherwise
(7)

and penalty that solves 
si

Fi
=

1+qi
β1

Ci

(Fi+C̃i)2
if Ci

Fi+C̃i
≥

β0
1+θi

Fi = max
{

1+θi
β0

Ci − C̃i,0
}

if otherwise
(8)

offering a payment of

ti (qi) = C̃i (qi, θi) (9)

In expression (6), the procurer specifies agent i’s output by balancing the marginal benefit of

additional units of output with the sum of virtual marginal production and detection costs, which

are extra costs to induce truthful revelation of θi, as in Myerson (1981); and the production of

output qi when output is imperfectly observable, respectively.

When the non-monitoring observation rate, β0
1+θi , falls short of the minimum detection rate

required for production, Ci

Fi+C̃i
, the procurer makes additional investments in monitoring technology,

1+qi
β1

(
Ci

Fi+C̃i
−

β0
1+θi

)
, to improve the detection rate that is increasing in the level of output qi that he

seeks and decreasing in his efficiency β1 in monitoring investments (in the first line of expression

(7)). In addition, he sets a penalty which marginal cost of administration (on the left-hand side of

the first line of expression (8)) balances the marginal benefit of lowering the detection rate (on the

right-hand side, thus lowering the monitoring investments needed). In this case, the first (second)

term of the virtual marginal detection cost, V DCi, measures the direct (indirect) effect of additional

monitoring investments (that yields a higher detection rate), and the last term measures the effect

of heavier penalties on administration cost, due to additional units of output.

Whereas, when the procurer is efficient in observing output without making any monitoring

investments, where β0
1+θi >

Ci

Fi+C̃i
, he sets αi = 0 (in the second line of expression (7)) and completely
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relies on penalty (in the second line of expression (8)) to induce agent i to produce qi. This represents

the minimal level of Fi that can satisfy the incentive compatible detection rate, Ci

Fi+C̃i
, solely with his

non-monitoring observation rate, β0
1+θi . In this case, the first term of V DCi measures the effect of

heavier penalties to maintain the incentive compatible detection rate, and the second term measures

the increase in administration cost, due to additional units of output.

In both cases, V DCi ≥ 0 because (CiCi
qiθi
− Ci

qiC
i
θi
) ≥ 0 by Assumption 2, and si

qi, s
i
Fi
≥ 0

by the monotonicity of penalty cost function si; which means that detection is costly, and becomes

more expensive as the procurer seeks additional units of output from. Since detection costs are

incurred by the procurer but not by the agent, payment ti only compensates for agent i’s production

cost and information rent that is needed for truthful reporting of θi. Any payment above C̃i reduces

the level of welfare that the procurer generates (as the agent does not benefit by producing more

than the contracted level of output), and anything below C̃i violates (IC1
i ) and (IC2

i ) required for

incentive compatible behaviors (while the agent has already taken into account that payment ti will

not be offered, and penalty Fi will be executed, when under-production of output is detected).

The following lemma considers less extreme settings of asymmetric information, where the

procurer specifies profile P′ when he has perfect information on efficiency but not on output, and

profile P′′ when he has perfect information on output but not on efficiency.

Lemma 2. When the procurer has perfect information only on efficiency or output, he specifies

output q′i or q′′i for agent i that respectively solves

MBi = (1 + λ)MCi + MDCi (10)

MBi = (1 + λ)V MCi (11)

where the marginal detection cost in expression (10) is

MDCi =


1
β1

(
Ci

Fi+Ci −
β0

1+θi

)
+

1+qi
β1

FiCi
qi

(Fi+Ci)2
+ si

qi when αi > 0
siFi
Ci FiCi

qi + si
qi when αi = 0

In expression (10), the procurer has perfect information on efficiency but not output, so that he

pays no information rent but invests in monitoring technology and administers a penalty to induce

the agent to produce q′i units of output, who receives a payment analogous to that in expression (5).
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In expression (11), the procurer has perfect information on output but not efficiency, so that he

does not invest in monitoring or penalty but pays an information rent to induce truthful reporting of

θi in producing q′′i units of output, who receives a payment coinciding with that in expression (9).

4.2 Comparison

Before comparing output in different settings with different layers of information asymmetries,

let me present Assumption 2*, which is the limiting version of Assumption 2, as follows:

Assumption 2*. Efficiency reduces marginal cost proportionately with total cost, where

Ci
qiθi

Ci
qi
=

Ci
θi

Ci

When the cost-reducing effect of efficiency does not diminish over additional units of output,

efficiency reduces the marginal cost to produce the last unit of output as efficient as the average

cost to produce all units of output, entailing that the procurer can attain the maximum effect under

Assumption 2 when implementing the contract with an efficient agent i.17

The next corollary compares output in different settings, showing that each layer of information

asymmetries reduces the level of output that the procurer seeks from the agent, compared with the

setting in which the procurer has perfect information on efficiency and output.

Corollary 2. When efficiency or output is imperfectly observable, output falls below the first-best

level. Furthermore, output is the lowest when both information asymmetries co-exist, where

q∗i ≤ q′i ≤ qFB
i

q∗i ≤ q′′i ≤ qFB
i

As illustrated in Figure 5a and 5b, the downward-slopingmarginal benefit curve MBi intersects

the upward-sloping marginal cost curves on the right-hand side of expressions (10) and (11) at an

output level lower than that intersecting the right-hand side of expression (4), because MDCi ≥ 0

andV MCi ≥ MCi byCorollary 1, respectively. When it becomesmore costly to induce truthfulness

in reporting θi than to induce compliance in producing qi, where (1 + λ) (V MCi−MCi) ≥ (MDCi−

17Mathematically, this is equivalent to ∂2 lnC i

∂qi∂θi
= 0, which is admissible to the class of additively separable cost

functions in logarithmic form, for example, quadratic cost functions reciprocal in efficiency as in Example 1.
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V DCi), the MBi curve intersects the virtualmarginal cost curve in expression (6) at the lowest output

level, entailing that output distortion is the most significant when both information asymmetries

co-exist, but is less than that of adding up the distortionary effects from two asymmetries together.

(a) Unobservable efficiency (b) Imperfectly observable output

Figure 5: Output under different layers of information asymmetries

The next corollary compares monitoring-penalty pairs (αi,Fi) in information settings where

output is imperfectly unobservable, but efficiency is observable in one but not the other.

Corollary 3. When the procurer faces asymmetric information in both efficiency and output, mon-

itoring investments and penalty fall below those of observable efficiency but imperfect observation

of output, that is, α∗i ≤ α
′
i and F∗i ≤ F′i , respectively.

When information asymmetries co-exist, the procurer needs to induce both truthful reporting

and compliance in output. By allocating resources between information rents and detection costs,

the procurer has less to spend on costly monitoring and penalty, such that he reduces monitoring

investments and administers lower penalties than thosewhen he has perfect information on efficiency

and does not observe output perfectly. According to Corollary 2, the procurer seeks lower levels

of output when he faces two layers of information asymmetries, so that with reduced investments

in monitoring and penalties, he can still induce the agent to implement a contract of reduced size.

As illustrated in Figure 6, the procurer specifies the monitoring-penalty pair that minimizes

total detection costs, increasing the level of penalty until the marginal benefit from additional units
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of penalty, which reduces the minimum detection rate (the downward-slopping monitoring cost

curves), exactly offsets (intersects) the marginal cost of penalty (the upward-sloping administration

cost curve). Any penalty to the left of the point of intersection, where Fi < F∗i (F′i in the case of

observable efficiency), indicates that the procurer can reduce total detection costs by substituting

penalty for monitoring; and the opposite applies when Fi > F∗i (F′i , analogously). This entails that

the procurer does not invest too much in monitoring if a higher penalty is cost-saving, nor does he

set excessive penalties if shifting some of his investments to monitoring technology can save costs.

Figure 6: Tradeoff between monitoring and penalty

The following examples develop analytical solutions and numerical examples to illustrate the

procurer’s optimal profile and its change in parameter values in different information settings.

4.3 Examples

• Observable efficiency and observable output. Continuing with Example 1, optimal output

under expression (4) is qFB
i =

(
A
2

1+θi
1+λ

) 2
3 , and the procurer pays tFBi = 2− 7

3
( A

1+λ
) 4

3 (1 + θi)
1
3 to

agent i, generating social welfare of WFB
i = 2− 7

3 A
2
3

(
4 − A

2
3

) (
1+θi
1+λ

) 1
3 .

• Unobservable efficiency and observable output. Let θi ∼ U [0,1] for every agent, then

f i = 1 − θi so that the virtual production cost is C̃i =
(

qi
1+θi

)2
and the virtual marginal
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production cost becomes C̃i
qi =

2qi
(1+θi)2

. Optimal output under expression (11) is q′′i =( A
1+λ

) 2
3
(

1+θi
2

) 4
3 , and the procurer pays t′′i =

1
4
( A

1+λ
) 4

3
(

1+θi
2

) 2
3 to agent i, generating social

welfare of W′′i =
3
4

(
A4

1+λ

) 1
3
(

1+θi
2

) 2
3 . It is straightforward to show that qFB

i ≥ q′′i , tFB
i ≥ t′′i ,

and W FB
i ≥ W′′i , implying that information asymmetry causes each additional unit of output

more expensive to produce, ultimately reducing the output level that the procurer seeks from

and the payment that he offers to the agent, and generating a lower level of welfare.

• Observable efficiency and imperfectly observable output. Continuing with Example 2,

suppose that the procurer has a relatively low observation efficiency, in particular, β0
1+θi ≤

pi (qi,Fi), he invests in monitoring technology, where αi (qi,Fi) > 0, to improve detection

rate and induce compliance; generating output q′i (which satisfies expression 10) and penalty

F′i (which satisfies expression 8) that solve the following simultaneous equations.

A
2√qi︸︷︷︸
MBi

= (1 + λ)
qi

1 + θi︸︷︷︸
MCi

+
2qi (1 + qi) Fi +

[
Fi +

q2
i

2(1+θi)

] [
q2

i + 2 (δβ1 (1 + θi) Fi − β0)
(
Fi +

q2
i

2(1+θi)

)]
2β1 (1 + θi)

[
Fi +

q2
i

2(1+θi)

]2︸                                                                                              ︷︷                                                                                              ︸
MDCi

(12)

Fi =
qi√

2δβ1 (1 + θi)
−

q2
i

2 (1 + θi)
(13)

In this setting, the minimal detection rate to induce compliance becomes

pi (qi,Fi) =
q2

i

2 (1 + θi)

[
Fi +

q2
i

2 (1 + θi)

]−1

(14)

yielding the procurer’s investments in monitoring technology of

αi (qi,Fi) =
1 + qi

β1

(
pi −

β0
1 + θi

)
(15)

On the other hand, suppose that the procurer has a relatively high observation efficiency,

in particular, β0
1+θi > pi (qi,Fi), he makes no investments in monitoring technology, where

αi (qi,Fi) = 0, and still achieves compliance; generating output q′i (which satisfies expression
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10) and penalty F′i (which satisfies expression 8) that solve the following equations.

A
2√qi︸︷︷︸
MBi

= (1 + λ)
qi

1 + θi︸︷︷︸
MCi

+
δFi (2 + 3qi)

qi︸          ︷︷          ︸
MDCi

(16)

Fi =
q2

i (1 + θi − β0)

2β0 (1 + θi)
(17)

In this setting, the detection rate of agent i’s output becomes

pi (qi,Fi) =
β0

1 + θi

which solely comes from the procurer’s observation efficiency, β0, weighted by the agent’s

productive efficiency, (1 + θi), without making any investments in monitoring technology,

αi (qi,Fi) = 0

Finally, in both settings (that is, for all values of β0), the payment to agent i, t′i , is

ti (qi,Fi) =
q2

i

2 (1 + θi)
(18)

so that the welfare generated from agent i, W′i , from the procurement contract becomes

W i (qi,Fi) = A
√

qi − (1 + λ) ti (qi,Fi) − α
i (qi,Fi) − δFi (1 + qi) (19)

• Unobservable efficiency and imperfectly observable output. Suppose that the procurer has a

relatively low observation efficiency, in particular, β0
1+θi ≤ pi (qi,Fi), he invests in monitoring

technology, whereαi (qi,Fi) > 0, to improve detection rate and induce compliance; generating

output q∗i (which satisfies expression 6) and penalty F∗i (which satisfies expression 8) that
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solve the following simultaneous equations.

A
2√qi︸︷︷︸
MBi

= (1 + λ)
2qi

(1 + θi)
2︸    ︷︷    ︸

V MCi

+

2qi (1 + qi) Fi +

[
Fi +

(
qi

1+θi

)2
] [

q2
i + 2 (δβ1 (1 + θi) Fi − β0)

(
Fi +

(
qi

1+θi

)2
)]

2β1 (1 + θi)

[
Fi +

(
qi

1+θi

)2
]2

︸                                                                                                  ︷︷                                                                                                  ︸
V DCi

(20)

Fi =
qi√

2δβ1 (1 + θi)
−

(
qi

1 + θi

)2
(21)

In this setting, the minimal detection rate to induce compliance becomes

pi (qi,Fi) =
q2

i

2 (1 + θi)

[
Fi +

(
qi

1 + θi

)2
]−1

(22)

yielding the procurer’s investments in monitoring technology of

αi (qi,Fi) =
1 + qi

β1

(
pi −

β0
1 + θi

)
(23)

On the other hand, suppose that the procurer has a relatively high observation efficiency,

in particular, β0
1+θi > pi (qi,Fi), he makes no investments in monitoring technology, where

αi (qi,Fi) = 0, and still achieves compliance; generating output q∗i (which satisfies expression

6) and penalty F∗i (which satisfies expression 8) that solve the following equations.

A
2√qi︸︷︷︸
MBi

= (1 + λ)
2qi

(1 + θi)
2︸    ︷︷    ︸

V MCi

+
δFi (2 + 3qi)

qi︸          ︷︷          ︸
V DCi

(24)

Fi =
q2

i

[
(1 + θi)

2 − 2β0
]

2β0 (1 + θi)
2 (25)

In this setting, the detection rate of agent i’s output becomes

pi (qi,Fi) =
β0

1 + θi
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which solely comes from the procurer’s observation efficiency, β0, weighted by the agent’s

productive efficiency, (1 + θi), without making any investments in monitoring technology,

αi (qi,Fi) = 0

Finally, in both settings (that is, for all values of β0), the payment to agent i, t∗i , is

ti (qi,Fi) =

(
qi

1 + θi

)2
(26)

so that the welfare generated from agent i, W̃∗i , from the procurement contract becomes

W̃ i (qi,Fi) = A
√

qi − (1 + λ) ti (qi,Fi) − α
i (qi,Fi) − δFi (1 + qi) (27)

• Comparison. Let A = 4, λ = 1
20 , δ =

1
10 , β0 =

1
10 , and β1 = 2. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the

procurer’s optimal profile in different settings, when the agent is relatively less efficient (e.g,

θi =
1
3 ) and more efficient (e.g, θi =

2
3 ), respectively.

Profile (Pi) Output (qi) Payment (ti) Monitoring (αi) Penalty (Fi) Detection (pi) Welfare (Wi)

PFB
i 1.861 1.299 - - - 4.093

P′′i 1.421 1.135 - - - 3.576

P′i 1.343 0.676 0.343 1.163 0.368 3.310

P∗i 1.147 0.739 0.256 0.831 0.314 3.072

Table 1: Optimal profile for a relatively inefficient agent

Profile (Pi) Output (qi) Payment (ti) Monitoring (αi) Penalty (Fi) Detection (pi) Welfare (Wi)

PFB
i 2.160 1.400 - - - 4.409

P′′i 1.913 1.317 - - - 4.149

P′i 1.523 0.696 0.395 1.169 0.373 3.516

P∗i 1.430 0.736 0.353 1.015 0.350 3.411

Table 2: Optimal profile for a relatively efficient agent
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Comparing between Tables 1 and 2, a relatively inefficient agent produces less output and

receives less payment, who is also subject to less intensive monitoring and penalty, than a

relatively more efficient agent; such that the former generates a lower level of welfare than the

latter. Comparing within the tables, output and welfare all decrease when there are additional

layers of information asymmetries. In particular, when the effect of output distortion (which

reduces payment) more than offsets the effect of information rent (which increases payment),

the agent receives less payment from the procurer comparing PFB
i with P′′i ; but the opposite

happens comparing P′i with P∗i . When the procurer does not have perfect information on

output, his spending on monitoring and penalty, which yields a moderate detection rate,

induces lower levels of output that ultimately reduces the welfare generated. Consistent with

Corollary 3, the procurer spends less on monitoring and penalty commensurate with a lower

level of output, but the effect of information rent makes output more expensive to induce and

monitor, ultimately generating the lowest level of welfare compared with the other settings.

To further study how the procurer’s profile changes with the other parameters, I take θi =
1
2

which stands for the efficiency of the median agent when agents are uniformly distributed on

a unit line [0,1]. Table 3 varies one parameter at a time, and Table 4 presents the procurer’s

profile in the setting of unobservable efficiency and imperfectly observable output. Scenario 1

takes the same values as above, except for A = 2when the procurer begins with a contract with

relatively low benefits, but it generates more benefits in Scenario 2. Scenarios 3 to 4 consider

an increase in observation and investment efficiencies when the procurer becomes more

efficient in monitoring without and with monitoring investments, respectively. Scenarios 5

considers a decrease in administration cost when he becomes more efficient in recovering

public funds and administering penalties, and scenario 6 considers a decrease in shadow cost

when he becomes more efficient in allocating public funds to finance procurement contracts.
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Scenario Contract Productive Observation Investment Penalty cost Shadow cost

benefit (A) efficiency (θi) efficiency (β0) efficiency (β1) parameter (δ) parameter (λ)

1 2 1
2

1
10 2 1

10
1
20

2 4 1
2

1
10 2 1

10
1
20

3 4 1
2

1
4 2 1

10
1
20

4 4 1
2

1
4 3 1

10
1
20

5 4 1
2

1
4 3 1

20
1
20

6 4 1
2

1
4 3 1

20
1
40

Table 3: Parameter values

Scenario Output (qi) Payment (ti) Monitoring (αi) Penalty (Fi) Detection (pi) Welfare (Wi)

1 0.742 0.245 0.109 0.713 0.192 1.233

2 1.291 0.741 0.306 0.926 0.333 3.250

3 1.321 0.776 0.202 0.930 0.341 3.365

4 1.416 0.891 0.226 0.601 0.448 3.452

5 1.441 0.923 0.127 1.225 0.322 3.557

6 1.462 0.950 0.131 1.229 0.327 3.580

Table 4: Procurer’s profile

As the procurer obtains more benefits (from scenario 1 to 2), or becomes more efficient in

monitoring and transferring funds (in other scenarios), the distortionary effect of information

asymmetries gradually decreases so that output, payment, and welfare gradually increase.

A higher output requires more monitoring and penalty (from scenario 1 to 2, and from 5

to 6), but an improved observation efficiency enables the procurer to increase output while

monitor less (from scenario 2 to 3). In particular, when monitoring becomes less costly,

he invests more in monitoring but administers less penalty (from scenario 3 to 4); but the
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opposite occurs when penalty becomes less costly to administer such that a higher penalty,

which yields a lower detection rate, still induces the agent to comply (from scenario 4 to 5).

I next consider how the procurer’s profile vary over a wider range of parameter values and in

different settings, operating in scenario 2 except for the parameter of variation, as follows:

– Contract benefit, where A ∈ [0,5]. As illustrated in Figure 7, when the contract becomes

more beneficial to the procurer, he obtains more output from and offers a more generous

payment to the agent. when the contract’s benefit is low, that is, A < 0.58, the procurer

only implements a contract of a small size, such that his intrinsic ability to observe, β0,

suffices to induce the agent to product output absent any monitoring investments (that

is, αi = 0). However, to cope with a contract with increasing size as benefit increases,

he makes more investments in monitoring technology and allocates more resources to

penalty administration to yield a higher detection rate in monitoring a higher level of

output. Also, when the procurer faces additional layers of information asymmetries, he

has to spend additional resources in obtaining information on efficiency and output, such

that output, payment, and welfare fall below those with partial or perfect information.

– Productive efficiency, where θi ∈ [0,1]. As illustrated in Figure 8, the procurer seeks

more units of output to generate a higher level of welfare from a more efficient agent i.

When the agent reaches the highest efficiency, where θi = 1, the agent cannot misreport

an even higher efficiency (and reporting a lower efficiency reduces his payment), so

that the "no distortion at the top" principle applies and the payment under observable

and unobservable efficiency converge. In the setting of unobservable efficiency and

imperfectly observable output, payment initially increases because the effect of a higher

output (which is cost-increasing) dominates the effect of a higher efficiency (which is

cost-saving), but when θi ≥ 0.45, the latter effect is stronger than the former so that

payment decreases, until θi when the agent’s payment coincides with that of observable

efficiency and unobservable output. Also as output increases, the procurer conducts

more intensive monitoring and administers a higher level of penalty; and for the most

efficient agent, since the procurer saves information rent (which goes to zero), he can

allocate as much resources in detection as with the setting of observable efficiency, so
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that monitoring investments, penalty, and detection increase in θi (and converge at θi).

– Monitoring efficiency, where β0 ∈ [0,1]. As illustrated in Figure 9, when the procurer

can observe output, he does not need monitoring investments, so that output (qFB
i ,q′′i ),

payment (tFBi , t′′i ), and welfare (WFB
i ,W′′i ) maintain at the same levels. When his in-

trinsic ability to observe, β0, initially improves, he can increase detection rate while

reduce monitoring investments to implement a contract of larger size, offering a larger

payment and generating a higher level of welfare. As he becomes sufficiently efficient

in monitoring, where β0 ≥ 0.53, he stops making monitoring investments but relies on

penalty alone to arrive at a detection rate that counts on his observation efficiency, β0
1+θi .

In the event that the procurer has perfect information on efficiency and can observe the

agent’s output at a high rate, the information rent that he saves allows him to administer

a high level of penalty (F′i ) to seek more output (comparing q′i and q∗i ). However, in the

event of unobservable efficiency, even when he can observe the agent’s output without

monitoring investments, he pays a higher information rent on additional units of output,

so that he administers a lower level of penalty (F∗i ); but since he saves monitoring costs,

he can increase output, payment, and welfare at an increasing rate (when β0 ≥ 0.53).

– Investment efficiency, where β1 ∈ [0,5]. As illustrated in Figure 10, when the procurer is

relatively inefficient in making monitoring investments, he seeks low levels of output so

that his observation efficiency, β0, which yields a detection rate of β0
1+θi , suffices to induce

compliance with heavy penalty. When investment efficiency improves (β1 ≥ 0.21), he

starts making monitoring investments to increase output, so that payment and welfare

increase. Further improvements in investment efficiency, where β1 ≥ 1.8, enables

him to reduce both monitoring and penalty while detect the agent’s output at a higher

rate. When he is superior in monitoring (β1 ≥ 4), output distortion due to imperfectly

observable output falls below that due to unobservable efficiency, yielding q′i > q′′i ,

implying that the procurer may invest in superior monitoring technology on output

detection than alternative investments to obtain perfect information on agents’ efficiency.

– Administration cost, where δ ∈
[
0, 1

5
]
. As illustrated in Figure 11, when penalty

is less costly to administer, the “Maximal Penalty Principle” (Baron and Besanko,
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1984) applies in which the procurer sets a very high penalty but makes no monitoring

investments to keep detection rate low that can still induce compliance. However, when

it becomes more costly to administer, in particular, δ ≥ 0.0027, the procurer invests

in monitoring to substitute penalty to improve detection rate; but output, payment, and

welfare all decrease at a decreasing rate as he allocates additional resources to detection.

– Shadow cost, where λ ∈
[
0, 1

5
]
. As illustrated in Figure 12, when it becomesmore costly

for the procurer to allocate funds to finance procurement contracts, output, payment,

monitoring investments, penalty, detection rate, and welfare all decrease in all settings.
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 7: Variation in contract benefit, A
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 8: Variation in productive efficiency, θi
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 9: Variation in observation efficiency, β0
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 10: Variation in investment efficiency, β1
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 11: Variation in administration cost, δ
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(a) Output (b) Payment

(c) Monitoring investments (d) Penalty

(e) Detection rate (f) Welfare

Figure 12: Variation in shadow cost, λ
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4.4 Discussions

The above results show that, in the presence of multiple information asymmetries, the procurer

can invest more intensively in monitoring technology to increase the detection rate of output, or

administer a heavier penalty to decrease the minimum detection rate required to induce incentive

compatible production of output in a way that minimizes total detection costs. When the procurer

benefits more from the contract (i.e., A increases), contracts with a more efficient agent (i.e., θi

increases), or finds it less costly in allocating public funds (i.e., λ decreases), he invests more in

monitoring and penalty to cope with the increasing output, such that welfare increases despite

offering higher payment to the agent and incurring higher costs of detection. When the procurer

becomesmore efficient inmonitoring (i.e., β0, β1 increase) and penalty (i.e., δ decreases), he utilizes

less of the more costly instrument to lower detection costs and improve detection rate, seeking more

units of output and narrowing down the welfare loss due to information asymmetries. In particular,

when the expected efficiency of the agents E (θ) or penalty administration cost δ is high, output,

payment, and welfare are higher in the setting of unobservable efficiency but observable output (as

in expression 11) than observable efficiency but imperfectly observable output (as in expression 10)

that are illustrated in Figures 8 and 11; because relatively efficient agents require lower information

rents (which approach zero as the “no distortion at the top” principle applies) and the procurer

can no longer use infinite penalties (according to the “Maximal Penalty Prinicple”) but to trade off

penalties for monitoring investments when its administration becomes costly, respectively.

In this regard, the procurer can implement contracts in areas where the agents’ expected

efficiency is relatively high and penalties are less costly to administer. Additionally, when he can

observe output with a high probability without monitoring (i.e., β0 is high), output in expression

(5) approximates the first-best outcome in expression (4). Therefore, even though exact efficiency

of the agents are not observed, the procurer can minimize the distortions in output, payment, and

welfare by implementing contracts in areas where agents are generally more efficient. As output

is not perfectly observable, he should prioritize contracts that can be monitored inexpensively

with penalty administered less costly. Whereas, when the expected efficiency is relatively low or

monitoring becomes more costly, the procurer may still find it welfare-improving to implement

contracts, but reducing the level of output because of the additional costs on information rents and
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monitoring investments. When it becomes increasingly difficult to monitor the agents, the procurer

may not implement any contracts since the benefits that can be generated do not justify the detection

costs that must be incurred order to realize those benefits.

5. Conclusion

This paper develops a unified framework to analyze different layers of information asymme-

tries, where the procurer uses direct revelation and stochastic monitoring mechanisms to induce

truthful reporting of types and production of imperfectly observable output in the context of pro-

curement auctions. Distortions in output, such as reducing the size of contracts, and loss of social

welfare, due to additional payment of information rents and detection costs, arise from information

asymmetries; but are minimized if the procurer implements procurement auctions in settings where

agents are generally more efficient and the costs of monitoring and penalty are relatively low. De-

spite imperfectly observable output, procurement contracts can still approximate first-best outcome

if the probability of accurately observing output without monitoring is high. Hence, the procurer

can implement conservation, public infrastructure, outsourcing and utility distribution contracts

with minimal distortions if he becomes more efficient in monitoring and allocation of funds.

My research can be extended in several dimensions. Following Lambert (1985, 2001), infor-

mation can be multivariate in nature, in which some signals, such as the degree of soil erosion, can

be inexpensively observed. Based upon those signals, the procurer can decide whether to obtain

the more expensive signals, such as biodiversity improvement or density of migratory birds, which

serve as additional performance measures to evaluate compliance. When signals are correlated,

agents have incentives to work hard on all dimensions of procurement contracts. Extending Choi

et al. (2017), participants and non-participants can impose bi-directional externalities on each

other, in which non-participants can affect conservation costs of participants and also observabil-

ity of output; and reciprocally, participants can affect profitability of non-participants when the

participants exit the monopolistically competitive market. In this context, the procurer can assign

contracts to agents who are not only more efficient in contract implementation and less costly in

output observation, but also reducing the procurer’s compensation to seek further participation

from non-participants. To this end, it would be interesting to study a static contracting game in
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which agents exert bidirectional externalities to and from each other, so that based on the observable

signals, the procurer invests in monitoring technology to obtain full information on agents with

unfavorable signals as a basis to impose penalties for the breach of contracts. Lastly, contracts

can be correlated and dynamic in nature (Elie and Possamaï, 2016), where the procurer considers

the effect of imperfect output observability (that may diminish over time) on optimal monitoring

investments and penalties to induce dynamic compliance of the agents, with the possibility of

renegotiation and contract reassignments (Estache et al., 2009).
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Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

When the procurer observes efficiency and output of every agent i, he solves the following

maximization program.

max
q,t

W (q, t)

=max
qi

N∑
i=1

[
V i (qi) − (1 + λ) ti (qi)

]
subject to the following participation constraint,

ui (qi, θi) ≥ 0 ∀ θi ∈

[
θ, θ

]
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The participation constraint must be binding, otherwise the procurer could further reduce the

residual utility and still induce the participation of agent i, yielding ui (qi, θi) = 0 such that

ti (qi) = Ci (qi, θi)

Substituting the above expression into the procurer’s welfare maximization problem,

max
qi

N∑
i=1

[
V i (qi) − (1 + λ)Ci (qi)

]
Differentiating with respect to qi, the first-best output qFB

i solves

V i
qi (qi) = (1 + λ)Ci

qi (qi, θi)

and agent i is paid for the cost of producing qFB
i that satisfies

ti (qi) = Ci (qi, θi)

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

As the procurer does not observe efficiency θi and only observes output qi of agent i imperfectly,

he chooses a profile of output, payment, monitoring investment, and penalty, (q, t, α,F), for all agents

i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} that solves the following welfare maximization problem:

max
q,t,α,F

N∑
i=1

Eθi
[
V i (qi) − (1 + λ) ti (qi) − α

i (qi,Fi) − si (qi,Fi)
]

subject to the Incentive Compatibility constraints (IC1
i , IC2

i ), Individual Rationality constraints

(IR1
i ,IR2

i ), and non-negativity constraints (NN1
i ,NN2

i ).

From (1), the utility of agent i when truthfully reporting θi and producing qi is

Ui (qi, θi |θi) = ti (qi) − Ci (qi, θi)

Taking first order conditions with respect to θi, yields

Ui
θi
(qi, θi |θi) =

[
ti
qi (qi) − Ci

qi (qi, θi)
]︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

=0 by Envelope Theorem

∂qi

∂θi
− Ci

θi
(qi, θi)
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Applying Myerson’s Characterization Theorem (Myerson, 1981) to (IC1
i ),

Ui(qi, θi |θi) = Ui(qi(θi), θi |θi)︸            ︷︷            ︸
=0 by (IR1

i )

−

∫ θi

θi

Ci
θi
(qi, θ̃i) dθ̃i

Substituting the above expression back into agent i’s utility function,

ti (qi) = Ci (qi, θi) −

∫ θi

θi

Ci
θi
(qi, θ̃i)dθ̃i

Since the procurer has no prior information on θi, he takes expectation of θi ∈ Θ such that

Eθi
[
ti(qi)

]
= Eθi

[
Ci (qi, θi) −

∫ θi

θi

Ci
θi
(qi, θ̃i)dθ̃i

]
= Eθi

[
Ci (qi, θi)

]
−

∫ θi

θi

∫ θi

θi

∂Ci(qi, θ̃i)

∂θi
dθ̃idGi (θi)

= Eθi
[
Ci (qi, θi)

]
−

[
Gi (θi)

∫ θi

θi

∂Ci(qi, θ̃i)

∂θi
dθ̃i

] θi
θi

+

∫ θi

θi

Gi (θi)
∂Ci(qi, θi)

∂θi
dθi

= Eθi
[
Ci (qi, θi)

]
−

1 − Gi (θi)

gi (θi)

∫ θi

θi

∂Ci(qi, θi)

∂θi
gi (θi) dθi

= Eθi

[
Ci (qi, θi) −

1 − Gi (θi)

gi (θi)

∂Ci(qi, θi)

∂θi

]
= Eθi

[
C̃i (qi, θi)

]
(A1)

where C̃i (qi, θi) is the shorthand for the virtual production cost, Ci (qi, θi) −
1−Gi(θi)
gi(θi)

Ci
θi
(qi, θi).

Consider the setting that agent i misreports θ̂i , θi. After the procurer assigns output q̂i(θ̂i)

based on the reported θ̂i, agent i further deviates to q̃i , q̂i(θ̂i), yielding an augmented utility of

Ui(q̃i, q̂i(θ̂i), θ̂i |θi) = ti (q̂i) − pi (q̂i, αi) [Fi (q̃i) + ti (q̂i)] − Ci (q̃i, θi)

Let the penalty be any real-valued function bounded below by the cost of producing q̃i, that

is, Fi (q̃i) ≥ −Ci (q̃i, θi) (a negative penalty can be interpreted as the procurer making additional

payments to agent i that is capped by the cost of production, which is a very general assumption,

and of course, penalty can be positive, as the next paragraph shows), yielding

Ui(q̃i, q̂i(θ̂i), θ̂i |θi) ≤ [1 − pi (q̂i, αi)][ti (q̂i) − Ci (q̃i, θi)]
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where the supremum the above inequality occurs at q̃i = 0, which means that agent i can obtain no

better payoff by deviating his output to zero from the contractual output q̂i (which is based on his

misreported θ̂i, and that also includes a truthful report of θ̂i = θi). Therefore, the (IC2
i ) constraint

entails that the procurer can administer a positive level of penalty, where Fi ≡ Fi (0) ≥ −Ci (0, θi) =

0, to induce agent i to comply with the contractual level of output, as follows:

Ui (qi(θi),qi(θi), θi |θi) ≥ Ui (0, q̂i(θi), θi |θi)

⇒ ti (qi) − Ci (qi, θi) ≥ ti (qi) − pi (qi, αi)

(
Fi (0) + ti (qi)

)
− Ci (0, θi)

⇒ pi (qi, αi) ≥
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + ti (qi)
(A2)

On the other hand, the (IR2
i ) constraint implies that the procurer cannot set infinitely large penalties

that discourage agent i from participating in the procurement auction at the beginning, as follows:

Ui (0, q̂i(θi), θi |θi) ≥ 0

⇒ ti (qi) − pi (qi, αi)

(
Fi (0) + ti (qi)

)
− Ci (0, θi) ≥ 0

⇒ pi (qi, αi) ≤
ti (qi)

Fi + ti (qi)
(A3)

Since the procurer’s payment to agent imust at least compensate for agent i’s production cost,

that is, ti (qi) ≥ Ci (qi, θi), combining (A2) and (A3), the feasible range of detection rates satisfy

Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + ti (qi)
≤ pi (qi, αi) ≤

ti (qi)

Fi + ti (qi)

When the procurer’s monitoring efficiency is relatively low, where β0 < (1 + θi) pi (qi, αi),

the procurer needs to invest in monitoring technology αi to improve the detection rate from the

non-monitoring observation rate, β0
1+θi , to the incentive compatible level implied by the lower bound

of the above inequality. Rearranging the detection rate pi (qi, αi) =
β0

1+θi +
β1

1+qi
αi, yields

αi (qi,Fi) =
1 + qi

β1

(
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + ti (qi)
−

β0
1 + θi

)
(A4)

By making the least amount of additional monitoring investments that satisfies the incentive

compatibility constraint (IC2
i ) (such that (A2) binds), the procurer incurs a detection cost for

Di (αi,Fi) = α
i (qi,Fi) + si (qi,Fi)

=
1 + qi

β1

(
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + C̃i (qi, θi)
−

β0
1 + θi

)
+ si (qi,Fi)
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Substituting, the procurer’s welfare maximization problem becomes

max
q,F

N∑
i=1

Eθi

[
V i (qi) − (1 + λ) C̃i (qi, θi) −

1 + qi

β1

(
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + C̃i (qi, θi)
−

β0
1 + θi

)
− si (qi,Fi)

]
subject to (NN1

i ) and (NN2
i ), resulting in the following constrained welfare maximization problem:

max
q,F

N∑
i=1

Eθi

[
V i (qi) − (1 + λ) C̃i (qi, θi) −

1 + qi

β1

(
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + C̃i (qi, θi)
−

β0
1 + θi

)
− si (qi,Fi)

+κi
1 + qi

β1

(
Ci (qi, θi)

Fi + C̃i (qi, θi)
−

β0
1 + θi

)
+ µiFi

]
(A5)

where κi and µi are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the non-negativity constraint for

monitoring investments (NN1
i ) and the one corresponding to penalty (NN2

i ), respectively.

Taking the first order condition of (A5) with respect to qi, the optimal output q∗i solves

V i
qi = (1 + λ) C̃

i
qi +

1 − κi

β1

(
Ci

Fi + C̃i
−

β0
1 + θi

)
+ (1 − κi)

1 + qi

β1

FiCi
qi + f i(CiCi

qiθi
− Ci

qiC
i
θi
)

(Fi + C̃i)2
+ si

qi

(A6)

Taking the first order condition of (A5) with respect to Fi, the optimal penalty F∗i solves

si
Fi
= (1 − κi)

1 + qi

β1

Ci

(Fi + C̃i)2
− µi (A7)

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for complimentary slackness satisfy

κi
1 + qi

β1

(
Ci

Fi + C̃i
−

β0
1 + θi

)
= 0

µiFi = 0

Case 1. In this case, the procurer is allowed to make monitoring investments and administer a

penalty. Further assuming that an interior solution for monitoring investments and penalty emerges,

where αi > 0 and Fi > 0 (entailing κi = 0 and µi = 0 that correspond to slack (NN1
i ) and (NN1

i ),

respectively), the optimal output and penalty solve the following first-order conditions:

V i
qi = (1 + λ) C̃

i
qi +

1
β1

(
Ci

Fi + C̃i
−

β0
1 + θi

)
+

1 + qi

β1

FiCi
qi + f i(CiCi

qiθi
− Ci

qiC
i
θi
)

(Fi + C̃i)2
+ si

qi

si
Fi
=

1 + qi

β1

Ci

(Fi + C̃i)2
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Case 2. In this case, either the procurer is only allowed to administer a penalty but not invest in

monitoring technology, or when both instruments are allowed but a corner solution for monitoring

investments emerges, where αi = 0 and Fi > 0 (entailing κi > 0 and µi = 0 that correspond to

binding (NN1
i ) and slack (NN2

i ), respectively), yielding an optimal level of penalty that solves

Ci

Fi + C̃i
=

β0
1 + θi

such that the penalty Fi in the denominator lowers the minimum detection rate (left-hand side of the

above expression) that can be exactly covered by the non-monitoring observation rate (right-hand

side), inducing incentive compatible production of output absent any monitoring investments.

Rearranging the above expression, the optimal penalty solves

Fi =
1 + θi

β0
Ci − C̃i

Further rearranging the first order condition (A7), the Lagrangian multiplier κi becomes

κi = 1 −
β1si

Fi

1 + qi

(Fi + C̃i)2

Ci (A8)

Substituting the above expression into (A6), the optimal output solves

V i
qi = (1 + λ) C̃

i
qi +

si
Fi

Ci

[
FiCi

qi + f i(CiCi
qiθi − Ci

qiC
i
θi
)

]
+ si

qi

Case 3. In this case, either the procurer is only allowed to make monitoring investments but

not administer a penalty, or when both instruments are allowed but a corner solution for penalty

emerges, where αi > 0 and Fi = 0 (entailing κi = 0 and µi > 0 that correspond to slack (NN1
i ) and

binding (NN2
i ), respectively), yielding an optimal level of monitoring investments that solves

αi =
Ci

C̃i
−

β0
1 + θi

Further rearranging the first order condition (A7), the Lagrangian multiplier µi becomes

µi =
1 + qi

β1

Ci

(C̃i)2
(A9)

Substituting the above expression into (A6), the optimal output solves

V i
qi = (1 + λ) C̃

i
qi +

1
β1

(
Ci

C̃i
−

β0
1 + θi

)
+

1 + qi

β1

f i(CiCi
qiθi
− Ci

qiC
i
θi
)

(C̃i)2
+ si

qi
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Case 4. In this case, the procurer is not allowed to make monitoring investments or administer

a penalty, or when both instruments are allowed but a corner solution for monitoring and penalty

emerges, whereαi = 0 and Fi = 0 (entailing κi > 0 and µi > 0 that correspond to binding (NN1
i ) and

(NN2
i ), respectively), such that the procurer can induce compliance only when the non-monitoring

observation rate is able to cover the minimum incentive compatible detection rate, that is,

β0
1 + θi

≥
Ci

C̃i

which holds when the non-monitoring observation rate is sufficiently high, that is, β0 ≥ (1 + θi)
Ci

C̃i
.

Substituting Fi = 0, si
Fi
= 0, and si

qi = 0 into expression (A9) yields κi = 1. Further substituting

this Lagrangian multiplier into the first-order conditions (A6), the optimal output solves

V i
qi = (1 + λ) C̃

i
qi

which coincides with the case of unobservable efficiency and perfectly observable output. However,

the procurer cannot induce compliance when the non-monitoring observation rate is relatively low,

that is, β0 < (1 + θi)
Ci

C̃i
, as he is prohibited from making monitoring investments to improve the

detection rate of output or administering a penalty to lower the incentive compatible detection rate.

A.3 Proof of Corollary 2

By condition (A4) and monotonicity of si in its arguments, MDCi ≥ 0. Substituting Assump-

tion 2* into V DCi of expression (6), I have MDCi ≥ V DCi because MDCi has the production cost

Ci while V DCi has the virtual cost C̃i in the denominator, and Ci ≤ C̃i is implied by Proposition 1.

A.4 Proof of Corollary 3

Similarly as above, the fact that C̃i ≥ Ci implies that the monitoring cost curve under unobserv-

able efficiency falls below that under observable efficiency when output is imperfectly observable;

ultimately intersecting the penalty cost curve at lower levels of monitoring and penalty.
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